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QUESTION 1

A financial company uses Apache Hive on Amazon EMR for ad-hoc queries. Users are complaining of sluggish
performance. 

A data analyst notes the following: 

Approximately 90% of queries are submitted 1 hour after the market opens. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
utilization never exceeds 10%. 

Which solution would help address the performance issues? 

A. Create instance fleet configurations for core and task nodes. Create an automatic scaling policy to scale out the
instance groups based on the Amazon CloudWatch CapacityRemainingGB metric. Create an automatic scaling policy to
scale in the instance fleet based on the CloudWatch CapacityRemainingGB metric. 

B. Create instance fleet configurations for core and task nodes. Create an automatic scaling policy to scale out the
instance groups based on the Amazon CloudWatch YARNMemoryAvailablePercentage metric. Create an automatic
scaling policy to scale in the instance fleet based on the CloudWatch YARNMemoryAvailablePercentage metric. 

C. Create instance group configurations for core and task nodes. Create an automatic scaling policy to scale out the
instance groups based on the Amazon CloudWatch CapacityRemainingGB metric. Create an automatic scaling policy to
scale in the instance groups based on the CloudWatch CapacityRemainingGB metric. 

D. Create instance group configurations for core and task nodes. Create an automatic scaling policy to scale out the
instance groups based on the Amazon CloudWatch YARNMemoryAvailablePercentage metric. Create an automatic
scaling policy to scale in the instance groups based on the CloudWatch YARNMemoryAvailablePercentage metric. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A large energy company is using Amazon QuickSight to build dashboards and report the historical usage data of its
customers. This data is hosted in Amazon Redshift The reports need access to all the fact tables\\' billions ot records to
create 

aggregation in real time grouping by multiple dimensions. 

A data analyst created the dataset in QuickSight by using a SQL query and not SPICE Business users have noted that
the response time is not fast enough to meet their needs. 

Which action would speed up the response time for the reports with the LEAST implementation effort? 

A. Use QuickSight to modify the current dataset to use SPICE 

B. Use AWS Glue to create an Apache Spark job that joins the fact table with the dimensions. Load the data into a new
table 

C. Use Amazon Redshift to create a materialized view that joins the fact table with the dimensions 

D. Use Amazon Redshift to create a stored procedure that joins the fact table with the dimensions Load the data into a
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new table 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A company uses the Amazon Kinesis SDK to write data to Kinesis Data Streams. Compliance requirements state that
the data must be encrypted at rest using a key that can be rotated. The company wants to meet this encryption
requirement with minimal coding effort. 

How can these requirements be met? 

A. Create a customer master key (CMK) in AWS KMS. Assign the CMK an alias. Use the AWS Encryption SDK,
providing it with the key alias to encrypt and decrypt the data. 

B. Create a customer master key (CMK) in AWS KMS. Assign the CMK an alias. Enable server-side encryption on the
Kinesis data stream using the CMK alias as the KMS master key. 

C. Create a customer master key (CMK) in AWS KMS. Create an AWS Lambda function to encrypt and decrypt the
data. Set the KMS key ID in the function\\'s environment variables. 

D. Enable server-side encryption on the Kinesis data stream using the default KMS key for Kinesis Data Streams. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/data-streams/faqs/ 

 

QUESTION 4

An online retail company with millions of users around the globe wants to improve its ecommerce analytics capabilities.
Currently, clickstream data is uploaded directly to Amazon S3 as compressed files. Several times each day, an
application running on Amazon EC2 processes the data and makes search options and reports available for
visualization by editors and marketers. The company wants to make website clicks and aggregated data available to
editors and marketers in minutes to enable them to connect with users more effectively. 

Which options will help meet these requirements in the MOST efficient way? (Choose two.) 

A. Use Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose to upload compressed and batched clickstream records to Amazon OpenSearch
Service (Amazon Elasticsearch Service). 

B. Upload clickstream records to Amazon S3 as compressed files. Then use AWS Lambda to send data to Amazon
OpenSearch Service (Amazon Elasticsearch Service) from Amazon S3. 

C. Use Amazon OpenSearch Service (Amazon Elasticsearch Service) deployed on Amazon EC2 to aggregate, filter,
and process the data. Refresh content performance dashboards in near-real time. 

D. Use OpenSearch Dashboards (Kibana) to aggregate, filter, and visualize the data stored in Amazon OpenSearch
Service (Amazon Elasticsearch Service). Refresh content performance dashboards in near-real time. 

E. Upload clickstream records from Amazon S3 to Amazon Kinesis Data Streams and use a Kinesis Data Streams
consumer to send records to Amazon OpenSearch Service (Amazon Elasticsearch Service). 

Correct Answer: CE 
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QUESTION 5

A reseller that has thousands of AWS accounts receives AWS Cost and Usage Reports in an Amazon S3 bucket. The
reports are delivered to the S3 bucket in the following format: //yyyymmdd-yyyymmdd/.parquet An AWS Glue crawler
crawls the S3 bucket and populates an AWS Glue Data Catalog with a table. Business analysts use Amazon Athena to
query the table and create monthly summary reports for the AWS accounts. The business analysts 

are experiencing slow queries because of the accumulation of reports from the last 5 years. The business analysts want
the operations team to make changes to improve query performance. Which action should the operations team take to
meet these requirements? 

A. Change the file format to .csv.zip 

B. Partition the data by date and account ID 

C. Partition the data by month and account ID 

D. Partition the data by account ID, year, and month 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cur/latest/userguide/access-cur-s3.html 
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